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A surface diffusion metal ion source, a new type of metal ion source, is explored. In this device a
field desorption process is used to achieve an almost monoenergetic continuous flux of Li1 ions
from a @111#-oriented W field emitter. Earlier difficulties with the continuous supply of adatoms,
required to produce measurable desorption rates, were overcome by making use of solid state
surface diffusion from the Li multilayer reservoir at the shank of the field emitter. The high density
of the ion beam~an ion current of 10212 A was achieved from a W trimer!, the extremely narrow
energy distribution~full width at half-maximum of 0.25 eV! and the stable geometric form of the
emitter itself during the operation are advantages of the new ion source which may be important in
different areas of nanotechnology. ©1995 American Vacuum Society.

I. INTRODUCTION

Narrowing the energy distribution of ions emitted from
gas field ion sources~GFIS! and liquid metal ion sources
~LMIS! is a long-standing unresolved problem in vacuum
microelectronics. The values of the full width at half-
maximum~FWHM! of the energy distribution of ions emit-
ted from known field ion sources~about 1 eV for GFIS and
4.5 eV for LMIS, respectively1! still do not meet the prereq-
uisites of modern ion beam technology.2 The achieved values
cannot be essentially improved due to the physical peculiari-
ties of the field ionization mechanism itself employed in
these sources.3 To squeeze remarkably the energy spread of
emitted ions, one should search for an alternative, more lo-
calized mechanism of field ion formation.

Since field desorption can be considered as a field emis-
sion of positive ions that originate from a bound state on a
metal surface,4 it is challenging to use the field-desorption
process for the construction of a metal field ion source useful
in electronic devices. For this purpose a continuous flux of
field desorbed ions is necessary which in turn demands a
controlled continuous supply of adatoms to the tip apex. The
difficulties in creating such efficient supply were an essential
shortcoming in the development of the field-desorption ion
sources until now. In this article we report a novel procedure
which allows a well-controlled continuous surface-diffusion
feeding of the field-desorption zone on the apex of a field
emitter tip with alkali~Li ! adatoms, providing in this way the
continuous desorption flux of Li1 ions.

II. LITHIUM FIELD-DESORPTION MICROSCOPE AS
A PREDECESSOR OF THE Li SURFACE
DIFFUSION METAL ION SOURCE

The idea of using the field-assisted surface diffusion sup-
ply for creating a continuous flux of field-desorbed Li1 ions
is based on the early work of Gavrilyuk and Medvedev5 in
which this experimental procedure was proposed for imaging
of the surface of the field emitter by field-desorbed Li1 ions.
In developing these preliminary attempts to image a metal

surface with field-desorbed Li1 ions, a new lithium field-
desorption microscope~Li FDM ! was recently constructed.6

In this device Li atoms diffuse from the shank of a field
emitter towards its apex. Li1 ions field-desorbed from the
top of the tip form a FDM image on a fluorescent screen. The
Li1 ion desorption rate under these conditions is sufficient
for the visualization of the surface in the continuous mode of
imaging. In this mode of imaging the protruding~imaged!
surface atoms operate as atomic-size sources for the strong
emission of Li1 ions producing bright images of selected
surface sites in the same way as Ne1 or He1 ions do in the
field ion microscope~FIM!. The Li FDM, however, operates
at essentially lower applied electrostatic fields and, in con-
trast to FIM, is able to provide high resolution at elevated
temperatures~up to 450 K!. The achieved brightness of the
spots on the screen is comparable with that in the field ion
microscope with Ne or He as imaging gases, indicating the
high density of the Li1 ion flux. This device was recently
successfully employed for the imaging of clean and
adsorbate-covered metal surfaces, and even fast dynamic
processes on the surface such as the catalytic CO-oxidation
reaction7 on Pt. Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show the clean and
CO-covered surface of a@110#-oriented Pt tip imaged by Li1

ions which were field desorbed from the imaged surface area
after arriving there via surface diffusion from the shank of
the tip. The detailed investigation of different field emitters
in Li FDM imaging mode, in which the spatial distribution of
emitted Li1 ions can be estimated from the projection on the
screen, led to the conclusion that a@111#-oriented W tip is
favourable for creating a high density Li1 ion flux @Fig.1~c!#.
The particular atomic geometry of the apex plane of such a
tip causes highly inhomogeneous local field distributions
above individual surface atoms of the W~111! plane.8–10This
leads to a very high degree of localization of the field ion-
ization process for noble gases ionized above such surface
atoms.9 Therefore a high degree of the localization of the Li1

field ion formation process for the W~111! is expected and,
as a result, an extremely narrow energy distribution of the
Li1 ions originated from the surface sites on W~111! may
also be anticipated. Thus, it is tempting to use the working
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mechanism of the Li FDM as a base for creation of a new
type of the metal ion sources: surface diffusion metal ion
source~SDMIS!.

III. OPERATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE Li
SDMIS

To create a continuously working Li SDMIS using the
idea of the field stimulated surface transport of Li atoms to

the top of a field emitter, where they could be field-desorbed
as positive ions, one needs a sufficient Li reservoir. This
problem was successfully solved by depositing a Li
multilayer on the shank of a field emitter tip byin situevapo-
ration of Li from a commercialSAES gettersLi source. If the
shank is a cone with lengthL and base diameterd0 and the
top is a hemisphere of radiusr , then the ratio of the areas of
the shank and the top isd0L/4r

2. With typical valuesL51
mm, d050.1 mm, andr5500 Å this ratio equals 107, i.e.,
one monolayer of Li on the shank can provide 107 monolay-
ers of Li to the top of the tip. The estimation of the rates of
Li surface diffusion, based on Fick’s equation and experi-
mental data,6,7 shows that surface diffusion of Li can trans-
port about 102–103 monolayers of Li per second to the top of
the tip in the temperature range of 300–400 K~diffusion
coefficient equals 1028–1027 cm2 s21!. It should be stressed
that under present experimental conditions Li surface diffu-
sion proceeds in thesolid state. This was checked by the
investigation of Li surface diffusion, performed in the pulse
mode of imaging in the Li FDM~Ref. 7! and is in detail
discussed in Refs. 6, 7, and 11. Another process affecting the
working characteristics of Li SDMIS is concerned with the
thermal evaporation of Li at the operating conditions. From
the known vapor pressure12 of Li ~10210 Torr at 450 K! it can
be estimated that at this temperature the multilayer reservoir
would last for several hours.

The principle of operation of the Li SDMIS is illustrated
in Fig. 2. Li atoms diffuse from the multilayer Li deposit on
the shank of the tip towards its apex. Li1 ions, field-desorbed
from the top of the tip, form a flux of Li1 ions directed to the
counter electrode. It is to be noted that field desorption of Li
occurs at essentially lower fields than field ionization of
noble gases: for instance, Li can be desorbed from the W
surface by externally applied field in the range of 0.5–1 V/
even at 78 K~Fig. 3!.13 The desorbing field will further de-
crease if the temperature of the emitter increases, in accord
with the known trend in field desorption of metals. On ac-
count of these properties a surface diffusion Li1 ion source
was created, applying the above described procedure to the
@111#-oriented tungsten tip. It is to be noted that at the
present conditions Li1 ions originate from the second Li
layer on the W surface, as follows from the analysis6,7 of the
imaging mechanism in the Li FDM. Using the known prepa-

FIG. 1. ~a! Clean field evaporated surface of the@110#-oriented Pt tip imaged
by Li1 ions in the Li FDM at 446 K,~b! the same surface but covered with
carbon monoxide at 417 K,~c! the image of the@111#-oriented W tip created
by Li1 ions in the continuous mode of imaging in the Li FDM at 352 K and
7.9 V/nm. The Li1 ions originated from the bright area in the central part of
the image@~111! plane# were analyzed in the probe hole experiment.

FIG. 2. Principle of operation of the surface diffusion Li1 ion source.
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ration techniques,14,15one can restrict the emitting area to the
few surface sites of the central~111! plane of the tip. We
were able to create a three-atom terrace on the top of the tip
and to achieve a stable Li1 ion current of 10212 A from this
Li covered tungsten trimer. No influence of Li on the stabil-
ity of the emitting region was observed for any geometric
configuration of the tip apex. A total Li1 ion current of 10210

A was routinely achieved from the whole W tip. Similar
experiences were made with Rh and Pt tips.

IV. ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF Li1 IONS EMITTED
FROM Li SDMIS

To check our expectations concerning the energy distribu-
tion of SDMIS-generated ions, a retarding potential analysis
of Li1 ions emitted from the Li SDMIS was performed.
Combining the new Li SDMIS with the recently developed
retarding potential technique,8 the energy distribution of Li1

ions emitted from the Li SDMIS can be obtained. Choosing
the selected surface sites of the@111#-oriented W tip imaged
by Li FDM @Fig. 1~c!#, one can analyse the Li1 ions emitted
from these sites in the probe-hole experiment. In the experi-
ment, kinetic energies of Li1 ions, field-desorbed from a few
surface sites of the apex plane of a@111#-oriented W tip and
mass-to-charge resolved in a magnetic sector field,3 were
measured with the five-electrode electrostatic retarding po-
tential analyser.16 Using a secondary electron multiplier de-
tector, Li1 ion counting rates,N, were acquired as a function
of a voltage,d, applied between the retarding gold meshes
and the emitter tip. Li1 ion retardation curves,N(d), were
then differentiated for obtaining the energy distribution,
dN(d)/dd, of 7Li1 ions emitted from the Li SDMIS. Figure
4 shows results of the retarder potential analysis of7Li1 ions
originated from the bright area in the central part of the Li
FDM image of the@111#-oriented W tip@Fig. 1~c!#. Both the
locally measured7Li1 ion retardation curveN(d) and the
differentiated curvedN/dd are shown. It is to be noted that
the energy distribution presented in Fig. 4 is still convoluted
with the transmission function of the apparatus.

Even this non-deconvoluted energy distribution of7Li1

ions for the present Li1 ion source has a full width at half-

maximum~FWHM! of 0.25 eV. This is by a factor of almost
20 smaller than the best achieved value of FWHM of the ion
energy distribution~of about 4.5 eV! for the liquid metal ion
sources~LMIS!.1 The value of FWHM of the present7Li1

ion energy distribution is even smaller than in the case of
localized ionization of noble gases at 79 K.3,17 The account
of the transmission function of the spectrometer would fur-
ther diminish the FWHM.17 Thus, it is possible to realize a
nearly mono-energetic Li1 ion source.

V. POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS OF THE SDMIS

The possible application of the present Li SDMIS is not
limited by the cone formation at the instant of switching on
the ion current as it is the case of LMIS~i.e., no geometric
changes take place near the surface of the SDMIS up to a
distance close to the diameter of a Li atom!. Therefore,
SDMIS may be highly suitable for the use in the scanning
tunneling mode of operation for direct deposition of
nanometer-size structures. The absence of a reservoir with
liquid metal and therefore the absence of any dimension
limitation as well as the essentially lower temperature of the
source itself are further advantages if compared to corre-
sponding LMIS. The lack of emission of neutral Li atoms,
the very narrow~nearly mono-energetic! energy distribution
and the small mass of Li1 ions indicate the usefulness of the
presented Li1 ion source also for the scanning transmission
ion microscopy~STIM!.18

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A novel type of metal ion source is presented: the surface
diffusion metal ion source, in which metal ions are generated
directly on a metal surface via field desorption from the
chemisorbed state. Due to the physics of the field desorption
process itself this allows one to produce an almost mono-
energetic ion flux and to keep constant the geometric dimen-
sions of the source during operation. The transport of the
working substance proceeds by surface diffusion in the solid

FIG. 3. Dependence of the desorbing field,Fd, for ~110! plane of a@110#-
oriented W tip on the surface density of lithium,nLi, at different tip tem-
peratures~Ref. 13!.

FIG. 4. 7Li1 ion retardation curve,N(d), locally measured from W~111!
sites at 352 K and at 7.9 V/nm and the differentiated curve,dN/dd, FWHM
50.25 eV.
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state from a multilayer deposited on the shank of a field
emitter providing in this way a long-lasting operation of the
device.
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